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1. Angling Spring Wood (Project Leaders Hilary Tyrrell & Keith Tyrrell)  

 
It has been an interesting and busy year in Angling Spring Wood. In November the Chilterns 

celebrated their 50th anniversary as an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty [AONB] with a ceremonial 

tree planting. To mark the occasion The Lord Lieutenant of Buckinghamshire, Sir Henry Aubrey-

Fletcher, and Lord Carrington – former Foreign Secretary and Bucks resident each planted a tree in a 

new grove in Angling Spring Wood. A further fifty broad-leafed Limes and Service trees were planted 

by Prestwood Nature volunteers and other local conservation volunteers.  

Most recently a new venture was started under the guidance of John Morris, Director, Chilterns 

Woodland Project, to create a butterfly-friendly rideside scallop. Rideside scallops can help provide 

habitats for many rare and declining species. Cutting scallops creates a varied, zoned edge structure. 

Scallops also reduce shading along the adjacent ride and have potential to improve any existing 

rideside butterfly habitat. Therefore by creating scallops, it will increase the overall structural 

diversity of the woodland. These warm conditions are essential for cold-blooded species such as 

insects. 

Work has continued throughout the year to remove Laurel, some Holly, overhanging branches and 

generally keeping the footpaths clear of brambles, nettles and also litter removal. Trees identified and 

marked by John Morris have also been cut down. 

 

 

 
2. Bougs’ Meadow (Project Leader John Obee) 

This has been another typical maintenance year down at 

Boug's with several work parties and as usual, frequent 

work periods by individuals. We did not see a return of 

the river unfortunately. Never mind, we will hope to see 

the river flowing in 2017. Our efforts in the last 12 

months have, as usual centred around controlling the 

growth of unwanted nettles, clearing up after 

contractor cutting and pruning hedges. The car park 

hedge is now so full and thick that our shears and 

secateurs are no longer man enough for the pruning 

task so we have purchased a good quality hedge trimmer 

courtesy of a generous donation from the Great 

Missenden Revitalisation Group. The eastern (paddock) 

boundary hedge is coming along nicely thanks to timely light pruning. 

We have continued to thin out the elder from the copse and plant replacement trees, including silver 

birch and hazel. Around the edge of the copse we have planted dozens of berry carrying trees and 

shrubs donated by OVO Energy. They have taken well despite the dry conditions. Two of the three 

copse nest boxes were again used this spring, both by blue tits. As in previous years we have had a few 

visits from at least one grassnake. 

During the year David Wildman and Paul Heath constructed an excellent compost enclosure discretely 

nestled under the trees at the Link Road end of the copse. As time permits we will now reduce/ resite 

the unsightly compost heap at the end of the meadow we have built up over the last 10 years. 
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Last autumn we sowed a trial 18 sq.m area 

of the meadow with a mixture of meadow 

flowers and grasses. The seed company told 

us to expect a lot of overall growth this 

year but not many flowers. They were right. 

We had a lot of grasses and quite a few 

flowers including poppies and ox eye daisies. 

More flowers should come in 2017, by which 

time we hope to have more seed patches 

sown. (we did sow another small area next 

to the copse this year). David Wildman has 

tried to improve our plant diversity by 

adding various plants and tress throughout the year although many have been damaged by hungry 

rabbits and a few badly behaved 'humans'. 

In June we had an Open Day at the meadow to coincide with the GM Village picnic to celebrate The 

Queen's 90th Birthday. More and more members of the public are visiting the meadow now with a good 

mix of adults and children. The benches continue to be very popular with elderly people looking for a 

bit of peace and quiet in the centre of the village. 

At the time of writing we await news of a grant application made to the local Co-operative Society. If 

we are successful we will spend the money to speed up our meadow creation process through the use of 

contractors . However ALL of our future at the meadow is under threat from a potential conversion of 

the site into an extension of the car park. We will campaign vigorously to try and stop this happening. 

Details of this activity will be widely promulgated to all members and to the public. 

So overall another satisfying year at Boug's. Here's hoping for our retention of the site, the award of 

the grant, a return of the Misbourne, more flowers in our trial patches and plenty of (well-behaved) 

visitors in 2017. As usual I take this opportunity to thank all the loyal hard working people who have 

helped me this year and on their behalf say how much we enjoyed Valerie's flapjack! 

 

3. Butterfly Transect (Project Leader Sylvia Bennett)  

 
We continue to provide data to the Butterfly Monitoring Scheme (UKBMS) as we enter our eleventh 

recording year.   As reported last year we have seen some dramatic lows (2012), but also some highs as 

in 2015 with the total number of sightings recorded of 2846 [fractionally short of our projected 

figure].   However our recordings in 2006 of 3201 are yet to be surpassed!    

 

Over the past few years, whilst having  a core team of volunteers to walk the Transect, one or two 

volunteers do drop out which can cause a little concern when trying to pull together a Walkers 

Schedule for the season.   However, this year we have been truly fortunate in welcoming four new 

Transect Walkers.   We have previously attempted to recruit at various village events, but our success 

this year has been down to word of mouth and thanks to all those who provided the new contacts.  To 

date five weeks have been lost when the weather was not ideal to successfully complete the Transect 

and this has inevitably had quite an impact on the recordings for this year.   Whilst the UKBMS do not 

have any statistics for this year to make a comparison, they state that comments received from across 

the country confirm that the numbers are down.   The feeling is that broods had been knocked back 

earlier in the year which is why we have not seen what we expected later in the year. 
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In the past we have witnessed as the weeks progress that some sections of the Transect become 

overgrown and this year has been no exception.  During the latter part of the season walkers were 

again advised to take along a pair of secateurs as a precautionary measure or even a stout stick which 

some found most useful.   However, no major hazards were reported. Hi-viz jackets continue to be 

made available to walkers for those concerned about the short walk along the Hampden Road. 

 

 

Year Wk 22 Annual Total 

2011 1639 1671 

2012 884 982 

2013 2318 2348 

2014 2700 2786 

2015 2772 2846 

2016 1407 1474 

                      * (optimistic) projection 

 

 

Each year, as expected, the Meadow Brown Butterflies top the charts with the largest number of 

sightings and as at week 22 of the Transect this year has remained on trend with 468 recorded.   

However compare this to the equivalent week last year when 1269 were recorded and one gets a feel 

for the seasonal decline.  It should also be noted that once the field in Section 15 has been cut the 

Meadow Brown numbers are dramatically reduced and this certainly impacted on the sightings during 

week 21.   This year the Ringlet sightings were 195, the Marbled White a close third with 161 

recorded.   In 2015 we saw a dramatic drop in the numbers of the Common Blue [51] over the previous 

year when 278 were sighted.   It is no surprise that the numbers this year [24] as with all species have 

dropped to an all time low!  On a happier note there has been a sighting of a Clouded Yellow the first 

since 2013. 

 

 

4. Holy Trinity Churchyard, Prestwood (Project Leader Tony Marshall) 
 

I continued contact with the church management team.  David Page and I agreed that an effort 

needed to be made to inform the volunteers (who tend to work to their own schedules) of the needs of 

the grassland.  In the autumn I shall be carrying out weekly surveys to follow the progress of the rare 

grassland fungi there.  During this time mowing will be discontinued.  In the rest of the year mowing 

will be carried out at a maximum of once a fortnight and with the highest cut. The count of "waxcap" 

fungi recorded there has now reached 19, which firmly places it in the Nationally Important Waxcap 

Grassland Areas category (minimum 17), and after this autumn's survey I shall be contacting Plantlife 

and try to get the site recognised in the national database.  In the last week the church has also been 

contacted by Bucks County Council, offering to make it a Special Wildlife Site, recognising that it is a 

locally rare survival of acid grassland, with species now rarely found in the Chilterns.  With this extra 

recognition we may be able to get funding for an information board to announce the churchyard's 

status as nature reserve and inform visitors of its importance 
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5. Kiln Common Orchard (Project Leader Lesley Stoner)  

 
Despite the vagaries of the weather throughout spring and 

summer most of the trees in Kiln Common Orchard have 

produced plenty of blossom and the apple and pear trees in 

particular have been loaded with fruit. 
 

Unfortunately we have lost 3 trees – two of them to disease 

and one, a Ball Pippin, because it had so much fruit that the 

trunk broke. So at the time of this report there are  50 

trees in the orchard. Several of the trees have needed 

restaking because of the amount of growth they have put on 

and the weight of fruit they have produced.   

 

All trees were fed  in the spring and mulch mats have helped keep 

the weeds down around the trunks. Grass continues to be a problem 

as it gets too long to be scythed and needs to be mown with a 

reciprocating mower. 

 

All trees now have aluminium tags with the name of the variety of 

tree and the old broken plaques have  been removed.  Names of 

sponsors of the trees have now been transferred to the web site 

where they can be seen on the planting plan under Kiln Common 

Orchard. http://www.prestwoodnature.org/kcoplan.html. 
 

We do not have enough resource to care for the orchard as well as we would like and would appreciate 

it if there are any members who are able to help keep an eye on the trees and alert the Council to any 

problems. 

 

6. Membership (Membership Secretary) 
 

Membership has remained steady this year with 9 households failing to renew their subscriptions. and 

9 new memberships. At the time of writing this report we have 87 memberships comprising 154 

members and 9 children. 

 

7. Pollinator Friendly Garden (Project Leader Tina Hillas) 

A new notice board has been put up at the PF garden on the allotments site in Greenlands Lane, stating 

that the area is being managed by volunteers from Prestwood Nature for the benefit of the whole 

community.  Four working parties were held during the year:- in April, May, September and October  

An allotment holder kindly allowed Tina to use his petrol driven lawn mower for mowing the grass at 

the Garden so she was able to keep the lawn looking nice.  She also tidied. the edges before mowing.  

Grass cuttings were put into one of the compost bins while the contents of the other bin were left to 

rot down.  Supports were provided for some of the taller plants.  There has been an abundance of 

colourful flowers from Spring to late Summer, attracting a 

variety of pollinating insects.  A frog was seen in the pond 

during the wetter weather.  The wooden bench forms an 

attractive feature.   Tina is grateful to the small band of 

volunteers who have turned out for the working parties and 

given help as and when they were able to.  She now wishes 

to step down from leading this project and requests that 

someone come forward to take this on. 
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8. Roving Plant Protection Team (Project Leader Tony Marshall) 

 
There have been fewer needs for our services this year, but the bee orchids at the Picnic Site have 

continued to be protected  
  
9. Sheepwash Pond (Project Leader Fiona Waller) 

 
Towards the close of 2015 we received our report from Rod D’Ayala an ecologist and pond expert on 

the recommendations to improve the quality of the habitat and variety of species in and around 

Sheepwash Pond. The report was commissioned in response to our observations that there have been 

fewer newts and tadpoles in the pond and many of the aquatic plants originally present have not been 

observed recently. The report set out several recommendations and a sub group of Sheepwash 

comprising Fiona, Val and Tony Marshall have looked at those that are most achievable to take forward 

and see whether this will make some improvements.  

 

During the summer local residents and members of PN have maintained the boundary hedge and 

reduced the height of the sycamore and ash saplings around the pond. This along with the effort that 

local community puts into litter picking is what keeps this a site which is well used and greatly valued.  

 

However in July during a vegetation survey Tony Marshall noticed fish in the water.  A closer look 

revealed a large shoal - scores if not hundreds of fry probably roach or rudd.  This explains the lack of 

amphibians this year.  There is no way in which we shall be able to get the pond back in proper 

condition without removing them. We believe that they will have been introduced on purpose by 

someone who does not understand the devastation they cause on the delicate balance that needs to 

exist within the pond. 

 

Also sadly in August this year the platform was very badly vandalised by local youths making it un-safe. 

The vandalism was reported to the police for awareness and further investigation. However in a show 

of benevolent community spirit local carpenter, Mark Cunnane, repaired the damage free of charge 

using materials he donated personally. I am pleased to advise that once again the dipping platform is 

back in action.  

 

 
After 

 

There will a work party during the autumn to reduce the vegetation from the edges of the pond and to 

cut back the summer growth of the shrubs and trees. Dates will be advertised on the PN website and 

at the pond. 

 

 
 

 

Before 
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10. Social Events (Vanessa Rickett, Membership Secretary) 

 
We have held a programme of talks throughout the year.  At the 2015 AGM Pat Morris, a renopwned 

expert on Glis glis (the edible dormouse) gave us a very informative and interesting talk on this 

destructive litle mammal..  In February we had the services of a local Speen resident, Peter Symonds, 

who showed us spectacular pictures he had taken of birds in his local woodland. Then in June Dave 

Short, a registerted bird ringer, brought a barn owl called Ellie to see us and told us about these 

fascinating birds. We have held each of these talks in a different local hall to try and get more people 

to attend. We would welcome your comments on this and also any idea you may have for speakers or 

topics you would be interested in. 

There have been Fungus Forays in the autumn and wildflower walks in the spring both led by Tony 

Marshall. John Obee took us round Shardaloes to see migrating birds in March.  

We did not hold a major summer event this year.  Our one attampt to show off Boug’s Meadow to the 

community was not a success as more interesting things were going on over the road in Buryfields! 

 

 

11. Special Hedges and Trees (Project Leaders Tony Marshall & Val Marshall)  

 
Despite an effort to revive this project and training more volunteers, there has been only minor 

progress, although the GPS mapping of the most important trees is well advanced, as this is something 

that Val and I can do through the winter when there are fewer demands on our fieldwork time.  As well 

as the discovery of two Huntingdon elms by Paul Heath last year, we have now found three mature 

Midland elms that have survived Dutch elm disease.  If their progeny are disease-resistant then large 

mature elms may once again return to our countryside.  (Although attempts by Paul Heath and myself 

to propagate from seeds of our Huntingdon elms have so far been a complete failure!  Offers to help 

from more competent gardeners would be welcome.) 

 
12. Surveying and Records (Project Leader Tony Marshall) 

 
Good numbers of records and requests for identifications continue to come in from members.  Most of 

my surveying this year has been in connection with specific plants to support the online Flora, but I 

have carried out the first full survey of the vegetation at Sheepwash for some years.  Our database 

now has 34,607 records covering 5,798 different species and 1,174 sites.  Every day on average I add 

several more records, so that these totals will be quite out-of-date by the time you read this. 

 

13. Website (Webmaster Frank Rickett) 

 
The web site continues to provide up to date information about Prestwood Nature and our various 

activities.     

With the current uncertainty over the future of Boug’s Meadow, we have set up a blog on the News 

Page.  This allows us to post information quickly as events unfold and provides a record of our campaign 

to save the Meadow.   Our supporters can also post comments on the blog articles.  

Over the past year Tony Marshall has added a further 8 chapters to his book “The Ecological Flora of 

the Central Chilterns”;  25 of the projected 46 chapters are now available.  Anyone who is interested 

can download free of charge individual chapters of the book and the most popular download is chapter 

12 dealing with orchids and related species.  

The web site continues to be well used;  over the last 6 months we have been averaging over 150 visits 

per week.   Apart from the home page,  the most popular page visited is the calendar of events.  It is 

gratifying that people are finding the web site a useful source of information about Prestwood Nature 

acitivites.   


